INTERMEDIATE GOAL OF MUSOLLINI’S ARMIES—Air view of Harar, Ethiopia’s second city, a place of great strategic importance commanding caravan routes.
(International photo.)

KENWOOD BLANKETS in matched pairs
This is the Kenwood pair, the practical utility choice for year-round comfort, cut and bound separately for convenience in handling. Ideal in pairs for severe weather or nifty for colder temperaments. Made of selected new spring wool.
KENWOOD WOOLENS, INC., 550 N. Michigan Ave.
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FEMININE PICKETS RIP CLOTHING FROM GIRL JOB HUNTERS—One of the victims of striking girl cosmetics workers at a Memphis, Tenn., plant.
(Anna Stevens.)

GOOD PRESS AGENCY—Mae West, target of extortionists, poses with a submachine gun.
(Anna Stevens.)

BRAZIL NUTS
THE NEW FOOD FLAVOR
FREE

The Bob

The Cabby Cord

The Bradford

RED CROSS SHOES
A BEAUTY TREATMENT FOR YOUR FEET

A new way to prepare SWEET POTATOES

1 sweet potato
20 Brazil Nuts
3 apples
1/4 pound bacon

But the potatoes until soft, peel, place in greased baking dish. Core and slice apples and place between the potatoes. In each potato put one whole Brazil Nut. Slice the remaining Brazil Nuts and sprinkle over potatoes and apples and arrange bacon on top. Bake about twenty minutes in a moderate oven, 375 degrees F., basting occasionally with the sauce for the bacon.

Brazil Nuts bring delicious new flavor to your favorite dishes. The rich, nutty taste is potent enough to top salads, soups, stews, sauces, or add flavor to your favorite dishes. Try Brazil Nuts in your recipes and you will be impressed with the results.
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